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With SOG® technology for an environmentally friendly 
luxury toilet 

Unpleasant smells in the limited spaces of the motorhome or caravan 
are a taboo subject for many - but have ruined almost every camper's 
holiday joy.

The company SOG Systeme GmbH & Co. KG, founded in 1994, offers ®
various ven�la�on systems for op�mizing camping toilets trough years 
of development work.

The aim of the 12V system is the chemical-free use of motorhome toi-
lets while at the same �me increasing comfort by being odorless.

The environmentally friendly systems are produced in-house exclusi-
vely in Germany on the basis of high quality standards.

The systems manufactured at the company headquarters are increa-
singly being offered as original equipment and as a retrofit op�on.

The distribu�on extends primarily through marke�ng in Europe, as 
well as export to Australia, New Zealand and South Korea, among 
others.

As an OEM supplier, the company offers individually technically adap-
ted solu�ons for the various expansion variants of the leisure models 
in order to guarantee smooth produc�on processes. 

SYSTEMS FOR SANITARY COMFORT 
AND PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

SOG®Systeme GmbH & Co. KG
In der Mark 2 | 56332 Löf

Tel: 02605/952762  
Fax: 02605/952763
E-Mail: info@sog-systeme.de
Web: www.sog-systeme.deTechnology instead of chemicals! 
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SOG® receives awards 

SOG®Systeme has received numerous awards - for example the 2006 
Inventor Award, the 1st „Accessories of the Year” award from the rea-
ders of the specialist magazine „promobil", or the LUPO award from 
the DCHV,  „... the important aspect of protec�ng nature the so that
when camping and caravanning ..." has been given high priority.

The S��ung Warentest confirmed the good effect of the SOG® systems 
with chemical-free use of toilets as early as 6/1997.

As part of the CARAVAN SALON, the world‘s largest trade fair for 
motorhomes and caravaning, the Presidium of the German Caravaning 
Trade Associa�on, -DCHV-, awarded SOG®Systeme OHG with the 
"Supplier and Partnership Oscar" of the industry, the "LUPO 2016", in 
the supplier category. From the pont of view of the DCHV's annual 
award goes to personali�es whose developments have decisively sha-
ped the industry. Company founder Werner Dahmann was honored 
for the "innova�ve, technical solu�ons that "help to reduce the chemi-
cal addi�ves in the sewage treatment plants" and also make a contri-
bu�on to the protec�on of the water. ®SOG Systeme is very pleased 
about the recogni�on of the Commitment to nature and the recogni�-
on of the SOG  systems, which have been further developed over the ®
years.

AWARDS
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In the middle of nature - !uncompromising for nature

The SOG  inven�on is a solu�on for elimina�ng toilet odours even ®
without sanitary addi�ves. How does it work?

1.  A small, specially developed high-performance fan switches on 
automa�cally when the toilet valve  to create nega�ve pres-is opened
sure in the waste-holding tank.

2.  This immediately creates „suc�on“ at the valve opening, causing 
fresh air to be drawn in. Odours arising during use are therefore drawn 
in with the air and directed outside. The inward flow of air also behaves 
like a seal and fully prevents any unpleasant biogases from rising out of 
the tank. This means more air (oxygen) is sucked into the casse�e with 
each use. The flushing process also adds water each �me.

3.  The system switches off automa�cally when the toilet valve is 
closed, but con�nues to provide permanent aera�on – as the oxygen 
supply – through a pipe or hose connec�on that is always open to the 
outside, thereby promo�ng the decomposi�on process.

This ac�ve toilet ven�la�on ensures op�mal biodegrada�on. Accor-
dingly, it dispenses with any kind of sanitary addiŸves while sŸll increa-
sing the level of comfort.
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SOG® uses biological decomposi�on

Like in compos�ng, the microorganisms that break down the organic 
material need both oxygen and water, since they can only absorb nutri-
ents in dissolved form. A good ra�o of oxygen supply to water content 
is the key condi�on for the decomposi�on process. Water also consists 
of 88.81 percent oxygen by weight.

SOG® technology has been using these laws of nature successfully for 
more than 25 years, and even accelerates them by ensuring increased 
oxygen supply not only during use of the toilet but also when the valve
is closed. 

Another example where similar technology is used is the ac�vated 
sludge tank in sewage treatment plant.. By introducing compressed 
air, oxygen is pumped in to cover the oxygen needs of the microbes 
essen�al for the biodegrada�on processes (i.e. to promote decom-
posi�on).

Technology that ac�vely works with oxygen

The invention is inspired by the latest technological finding, that increa-

sing oxygen supply accelerates the decomposition process of faeces 

and toilet paper in faecal waste containers to such an extent that it is no 

longer necessary to add any chemicals to promote decomposition.

PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
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Discharged: Thick air in three ways out! 

SOG® systems differ in three different technical solutions for gas 
discharge. This offers individual options for initial or retrofitting for all 
mobile toilets and can be selected and flexibly adapted depending on 
the motorhome and caravan equipment.

All three ventilation variants are compatible with the various toilet 
systems on the market.

1. DOORVERSION

The fan is mounted directly on the inside of the disposal flap.

The housing with an ac�vated carbon filter is a�ached to the outside. 
The shapely plas�c housing is available in the colors white, light gray, 
dark gray and black and can also be painted in the color of the vehicle.

SOG® for the service flap is the easiest to install ven�la�on variant. 

Advantages

Ÿ tried and tested with the well-known „SOG®“ 

Ÿquick assembly

Ÿvery easy retrofitting 

THREE WAYS TO THE OUTSIDE | DOOR
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2. FLOORVERSION  SOG®II 

The developed SOG®II compact system is characterized by an extre-
mely optimized filter technology. The design of the series also enables 
flexible placement in the motorhome or caravan and, by installing the 
filter unit inside the recreational vehicle, it does not need to be 
coordinated with its exterior design.

A solution has been found in terms of construction, whereby a hose or 
a pipe extension can be attached to both the SOG® compact system 
and the floor outlet in order to be able to use a space further away 
from the toilet.

The unit can be placed up to three meters away from the toilet. 

Advantages

• extremely good filtering of the discharged gases to the outside

• Can also be used safely in the awning area

• Absolutely odor-free sanitary room thanks to the air extraction of the 
odors that occur during use

• very quiet

• Flexible installation inside the recreational vehicle: for example in 
the service compartment, in the double floor, under the bed box, in 
the storage compartment or in the garage

• no change on the outer wall of the recreational vehicle

• the acceleration of the decomposition by oxygen makes sanitary 
additives superfluous and enables the problem-free disposal of the 
environmentally friendly tank contents

THREE WAYS TO THE OUTSIDE | FLOOR
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3. ROOFVERSION

In this variant, the holding tank is connected to a roof duct via a line.

The high-performance fan is located directly under the roof duct and 
ensures sufficient nega�ve pressure in the line of up to three meters. 
The gas-�ght sanitary hose available in motorhome accessories has 
proven itself and  when retrofi�ng roof ven�la�on.  is the easiest to lay
The parts supplied are matched to a sewage pipe system that is availa-
ble from specialist camping dealers (also applies to SOG®II).

The roof ven�la�on is maintenance-free as no filter is necessary.

Retrofi�ng is o�en quite complex, which is why it is mainly used by 
manufacturers as original equipment.

Advantages

Ÿelegant solution

Ÿ can be used well in original equipment

Ÿno maintenance required

Ÿno change to the vehicle wall

ŸAbsolutely odor-free sanitary room thanks to the air extraction of the 
odors that occur during use 

THREE WAYS TO THE OUTSIDE | ROOF
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Ever since the first SOG® air extraction system was offered on the market 25 years ago, a great deal has changed regarding 
toilets in leisure vehicles.  The development department at SOG® has always  kept pace with every new development. 
Thus it is not necessary to without comfort even in the limited amount of space of the luxury class.
SOG®COMPACT and SOG®COMPACT CLOSE  for macerator toilets were optimised to meet customer requirements, with spe-
cial value being placed on the reduction of unpleasant smells.
Power is supplied by the vehicle's on-board 12 V power system. It is not necessary to make a hole in the tank or the vehicle.

Installa�on is so simple - the func�on is so effec�ve: 
When the toilet lid is li�ed the fan is switched on and sucks out all unpleasant smells directly from the toilet bowl via an ex-
trac�on duct with op�mised flow proper�es and passes them to a special high-performance filter.

The SOG®COMPACT CLOSE  is specially developed for Jabsco and 
Dome�c macerator toilets with „so�-close“ plas�c lids.

The SOG® ven�la�on system is smoothly and closely form-fi�ed 
to the toilet body for an innova�ve and extra appealing design.

SOG®COMPACT CLOSE integrated both electrical and other system 
components into a technical unit and thus offers the advantage of 
very simple installa�on with fixed tank toilets.The suc�on unit 
screws onto the toilet bowl with the toilet lid fastenings.

*For Models:  Dome�c MasterFlush 8941
 Tecma Silence Plus 2G 12V
 Albin Silent 12V

FOR PREMIUMCLASS

for toilet lid with automatic lowering 
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Technology

All components have been finalised down to the smallest detail and desig-
ned for a long working life.

Thus, for example, only fans that had been especially designed for SOG® 
are used, which are resistant to aggressive components in the air that is 
drawn in from the waste-holding tank and are also water�ght. You only 
achieve the desired effect together with the low power consump�on of 
0.84 W through a carefully matched speed of rota�on (only running while 
used)

In our experience, a SOG® unit lasts for the en�re life of the vehicle and 
only the ac�vate charcoal filter  needs to be replaced, if one is installed.

Filters

An important cons�tuent part of the SOG® and SOG®II is ac�vated charcoal.

This is made in a very environmentally-friendly way from organic materials 
such as peat, nutshells and sugar. This mainly consist of carbon (mostly 
>90%) with a highly porous structure. The pores are connected to one anot-
her as in a sponge (open-pored). Ac�ve charcoal is used as an adsorp�on 
material in, among other applica�ons, the chemical and medical industries, 
for the treatment of water and waste water, and in ven�la�on and air con-
di�oning systems.

SOG®+SOG®II filters offer convincing advantages
§ long working life (1 year)
§ complete neutralisa�on of odours due to seamless processing
§ no forma�on of charcoal dust
§ low weight
§ compact size

SOG® Door
SOG®II Floor

SOG® Com
pact

TECHNOLOGY AND FILTERS 


